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SCOTT SØRLI
!e Political Aesthetics of Police Kettling

!ere is no document of civilization that is not also a document of barbarism. 
 Walter Benjamin

Encirclement is the military strategy of arranging troops to surround and 
isolate an enemy force. Duration is the temporal constituent of encirclement 
that permits the delivery of a condition of supply depletion. !is can be 
understood as the delivery of absence, a throttling of supply, the opposite 
of a gift of excess. !is uneven distribution of supply and demand is, by its 
very nature, corporatist.

General disregard for civilian casualties is another constituent of 
encirclement. To give one example, the Battle of Stalingrad lasted from 23 
August 1942 until 2 February 1943 with nearly two million deaths due to 
hunger, illness and exposure, as well as more conventional mechanical and 
technological means. !e German word for military encirclement (which 
will be useful for our etymology) is Kesselschlacht, literally ‘cauldron battle.’

!e aerial view from the bombing bay was a new way of seeing the city.

…man can be in ecstatic contact with the cosmos only communally. It is the dangerous 
error of modern men to regard this experience as unimportant and avoidable, and 
to consign it to the individual as the poetic rapture of starry nights. It is not; its hour 
strikes again and again, and then neither nations nor generations can escape it, as was 
made terribly clear by the last war, which was an attempt at a new and unprecedented 
commingling with the cosmic powers. Human multitudes, gases, electrical forces were 
hurled into the open country, high frequency currents coursed through the landscape, 
new constellations rose in the sky, aerial space and ocean depths thundered with 
propellers, and everywhere sacri"cial shafts were dug in Mother Earth. !is immense 
wooing of the cosmos was enacted for the "rst time on a planetary scale, that is, in the 
spirit of technology. But because the lust for pro"t of the ruling class sought satisfaction 
through it, technology betrayed man and turned the bridal bed into a bloodbath.1
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Military encirclement, aerial bombardment, and supply depletion are not 
new ways of experiencing the city. Nor is the betrayal of man by technology 
because of a lust for pro!t:

…one has to accept the fact that the state is in occupation of the public sphere and 
the rebel is not…2

Police kettling is a recent cultural-spatial phenomenon in which the police 
use a line of their bodies to encircle and hold in place several hundred 
people over an extended duration of time. 

“Police terror against anti-nuclear activists: 800 people kettled in one day.” Hamburg 
Heiligengeistfeld 8 June 1986. nadir.org/nadir/initiativ/sanis/archiv/brokdorf/kap_06.
htm Retrieved 2012-03-18.

"e earliest well documented police kettle occurred in Hamburg on 8 June 
1986 on over 800 people, lasting up to thirteen hours. Despite requests, 
no washroom breaks during the entire thirteen hours were permitted. "e 
Hamburg police report noted of the 838 people taken into custody, there were 
22 arrests, leading to 15 investigations, 7 of which were for illegal assembly. 
"e protesters were protesting the state withdrawal of the right to protest. 
Eingekesselt is German for ‘surrounded,’ or ‘encircled,’ — ‘en-cauldrened.’
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“Queen and Spadina Police Kettle,” Scott Sørli: 2012. Incorporating photo by Eldar Curovic: “An aerial 
view of the kettling seen from up high on the southwest corner of Queen and Spadina, on June 27, 2010.” 
The Toronto Star, 27 June 2010. Retrieved 2012-03-18.
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!e kettle that was put into place in Toronto on 27 June 2010 during the fourth 
G20 summit trapped a random selection of 200 bystanders, cyclists, pedestrians,  
and shoppers for several hours. Not one citizen from this kettle was convicted of 
any charge, while over seventy police o"cers were subsequently disciplined by the 
docking of one day’s pay for removing their ID badges, contrary to police policy 
during the summit. Due to the lack of any reason for this kettle, it is clear that 
its purpose was as a live training exercise. !e con#guration of the parallel police 
cordons crossed Spadina Avenue, a wide boulevard with streetcar tracks down its 
center, rather than the narrower crossing Queen Street. !is was as an experiment 
to demonstrate the possible length of the police line, which was shown to be any 
length desired, as long as su"cient police are on hand to cycle through their shifts.

!e insecurity of even the busy areas puts the city dweller in the opaque and truly 
dreadful situation in which he must assimilate, along with isolated urban monstrosities 
from the open country, the abortions of urban architectonics.3

Police kettles are solely urban phenomena that require adjacent building façades 
as a portion of the containment ring, in this case, a branch of one of the “big #ve” 
banks.

 …the modern economy, seen as a whole, resembles much less a machine that stands 
idle when abandoned by its stoker than a beast that goes berzerk as soon as its tamer 
turns his back…4

!e sign on the building behind those kettled in Toronto is for the CIBC, the 
Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce. It is one of the “big #ve” Canadian banks, 
all of whom have their headquarters in #nancial district, downtown Toronto. 
Smooth welcoming columns are attached to the wall on either side of the corner 
entrance. To the right can be seen rusticated columns that $ank the windows. 
!eir rough weightiness is meant to symbolize a tough stability and durability. 
It is an architectural signi#er of the bank’s security of the bullion held within. 
In an era of the electronic transfer of funds, no serious amount of cash is on 
hand, and the architectural symbolism is irrelevant. !e towers of the banking 
headquarters themselves mostly signify transparency with their international style 
architecture. !e Royal Bank of Canada’s headquarters, perhaps being a bit more 
daring, has embedded within its double pane windows a thin #lm of gold, so that 
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it glitters like an advertisement of what’s meant to be dreamed of within. What’s 
not a symbol, what’s real, is the plywood that the bank above has attached to its 
windows in anticipation of the kettling that has occurred adjacent to it. Taking 
its role as part of the cordon that traps, encloses, and holds people within, the 
architecture’s skin has been toughened up in anticipation of the event.

!e ornament, detached from its bearers, must be understood rationally. It consists of lines 
and circles like those found in textbooks on Euclidean geometry, and also incorporates the 
elementary components of physics, such as waves and spirals.5

“Fresh hopes that coalition is planning crinkle-cuts.” by 
Martin Blowhard. themodestreview.blogspot.ca Retrieved 
2012-09-30.

And curves and circles and blobs:

Although the masses give rise to ornament, they are not involved in thinking it through. As 
linear as it may be, there is no line that extends from the small sections of the mass to the 
entire "gure. !e ornament resembles aerial photographs of landscapes and cities in that it 
does not emerge out of the interior of the given conditions, but rather appears above them.6

Kettling is a mass ornament, to use Sigfried Kracauer’s term, that is external. 
Kettling bene!ts from the sincerity of a lack of coordination, at least from 
the perspective of the masses. While the police have their arrangements, the 
individuals coordinate no di"erently than water molecules do in making a 
wave. And just as watching the waves crash against the beach, over and over, 
the mass ornament of police kettling has a perverse beauty all its own. Its 
beauty comes as an articulation of invisible forces made manifest.

“London police resort to `kettling´ again.” presstv.ir/
detail/209205.html Retrieved 2012-09-30.
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…the aesthetic pleasure gained from ornamental mass movements is legitimate. Such 
movements are in fact among the rare creations of the age that bestow form upon a given 
material. !e masses organized in these movements come from o"ces and factories; the 
formal principle according to which they are molded determines them in reality as well. 
When signi#cant components of reality become invisible in our world, art must make do 
with what is left, for an aesthetic presentation is all the more real the less it dispenses with 
the reality outside the aesthetic sphere. No matter how low one gauges the value of the mass 
ornament, its degree of reality is still higher than that of artistic productions which cultivate 
outdated noble sentiments in obsolete forms—even if it means nothing more than that.7

“SEOUL – Protesters fought riot police early Sunday at a rally opposing the resumption 
of American beef imports to South Korea.” spiegel.de/fotostrecke/seoul-derkampf-
gegen-amerikanischesrindfleisch-fotostrecke-32902.html Retrieved 2012.10-03.

!e public sphere possesses use-value when social experience organizes itself within it.8

When a police kettle fails it performs a quick inversion of surface area. It 
converts from a line with maximum surface—a two dimensional bubble—
to a solid with minimum surface: a nucleus. !is is a mass transformation 
of the public sphere, a brief moment of true civic experience when neither 
the state nor its agents is in control of the public sphere.

!e typical condition of a police kettle (Polizeikessel), which is static, is 
di"erentiated in German from a mobile kettle (Wanderkessel), which is not. 
In the case of a wander kettle, the police arrange themselves in front of, to 
the sides of, and behind protesters as they march. Once in formation, the 
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police then control the route, stopping, starting, and changing direction 
of the march at will. Large numbers of police, nearly as many as there are 
protesters in this example at Hamburg on 28 May 2007 to protest against 
the 7th Asia-Europe Meeting, are necessary for a wander kettle to maintain 
coherence throughout this dynamic form of control.

“Westminster Bridge Kettle.” Scott Sørli: 2102. Incorporating photo by Jon Cartwright 
Photography: Hi-res photograph of the Westminster Bridge kettle taken from Jon´s studio 
window 9 December 2010 graciously provided via personal email.
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A recent technological development is bridge kettling, the earliest recorded 
case on the Pont Guillotière in Lyon, 20 October 2010. A wander kettle was 
brought to a large bridge in the late fall and stopped over the geographical 
feature of an urban river. Water acts as a barrier without appearing to be 
one, and property damage to commercial buildings is minimized. In the 
Westminster Bridge kettle young students protesting proposed tuition fee 
increases experienced plunging temperatures while held over open water. As 
the vote on the issue was taking place inside the House of Commons beyond, 
the students were forcibly moved and made to watch from a distance.

…the need for a solidarity that can be grasped with the senses is a response to 
the invisibility of the real enemy. !e police and immediate superiors in the 
[education] process are not the real antitheses to [students] who could win their 
identity not in the struggle against these advance guards but only against private 
property. Massing together serves as a mutual con"rmation of their own reality, 
for who else but the other [students] can con"rm their struggle is not a mere 
illusion, if even the destruction of the [universities] does not do away with the 
relations of [education] and with the [students’] state of dependency? It is only in 
this rea#rmed reality that an atmosphere of collective revolt comes about, that 
the [students] begin to talk, make suggestions, and become active.9

“Police could use more extreme tactics on protesters, 
Sir Hugh Orde warns.” guardian.co.uk/uk/2011/jan/27/
hugh-orde-policeprotest-tactics Retrieved 2012-09-30.

Precisely because the important decisions regarding the horizon [of the public 
sphere] and the precise de"nitions of the organization of experience have been 
made in advance, it is possible to exert control in a purely technical manner.10

“TV show Coppers reveals the challenge of crowd 
control.” guardian.co.uk/tv-and-radio/2010/nov/29/
coppers-documentary-kettlingcrowd-control Retrieved 
2012-09-30.
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A kettle can be a machine for compression, as in the special case of a hyper 
kettle. !e police link arms, pushing forward "rmly, compressing people 
against each other and any available building façades. Pushing back can 
result in serious charges of assaulting a police o#cer. Pain and claustrophobia 
can be intense, discouraging future protests such as from the Unite Against 
Fascism protesters on 21 March 2010 hyper kettled by police as the facing 
English Defence League $y their St George’s cross $ags freely.

!e assertion that the ends of police violence are always identical or even connected 
to those of general law is entirely untrue. Rather the ‘law’ of the police really marks 
the point at which the state, whether from impotence or because of the immanent 
connections within any legal system, can no longer guarantee through the legal system 
the empirical ends that it desires at any price to attain. !erefore the police intervene 
‘for security reasons’ in countless cases where no clear legal situation exists, when they 
are not merely, without the slightest relation to legal ends, accompanying the citizen 
as a brutal encumbrance through a life regulated by ordinances, or simply supervising 
him. Unlike law, which acknowledges in the ‘decision’ determined by place a 
metaphysical category that gives it a claim to critical evaluation, a consideration of 
the police institution encounters nothing at all. Its power is formless, like its nowhere 
tangible, all-pervasive, ghostly presence in the life of civilized states.11

“Metal barriers divide the police and demonstrators in Parliament Square.” 
theguardian.com/educat ion/gal lery/2010/dec/09/student -protests -photos-
london#/?picture=369583586&index=16 Retrieved 2014-07-09
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!e original form of all dwelling is existence not in the house but in the shell. !e 
shell bears the impressions of its occupant. In the most extreme instance, the dwelling 
becomes a shell.12

Building Dwelling Rioting.

Eyal Weisman writes that “historical events are registered in material organization. 
!erefore we might be able to glean from a forensic investigation of material 
spaces and traces the history that produced them, that is folded into them.”13

!e membrane of a police kettle consists of the bodies and minds of the police, 
as well as inorganic mobile material such as shields, truncheons, polycarbonate, 
and Kevlar. Metal elements, such as crowd control fencing or steel barricades 
can also become part of the police line. Plastics were deployed as barriers during 
the Occupy Wall Street protests because of their light weight, "exibility, low 
cost, and ease of use.

!e metal barriers above bend and sway during the interaction between the 
yellow- and the black-clothed individuals. It is a social exoskeleton, again with 
oscillating valences as to precisely when and for whom it is exo- and when 
and for whom it is endo-. In thinking this shell the way Weisman might, as 
“this materialization of time,” where “it sees matter not only as an imprint of 
relations, but as an agent within the con"ict,”14 one can ask about the cultural 
roles of their manufacturing process. Did the workers who made these materiel 
know that they were contributing this speci#c use value?

One can also de"ne the reality of this [proletarian public] sphere negatively, in terms 
of the endeavors of the ruling class to extinguish attempts at constituting a proletarian 
public sphere and to appropriate for itself the material on which this sphere is based—
in other words, the proletarian context of living. !e mechanisms used in this process 
are isolation, division, repression, the establishment of taboos, and assimilation.15

Nature, in the form of fauna, is introduced to the public sphere in spurts of 
attack dogs and police horses. !ese domesticated animals have been trained 
to release themselves into a state of wildness and then to return back upon 
command. !is feral condition has been seen among trained police o$cers as 
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well. As Weisman has pointed out, punishment and discipline for transgression 
are rarely enforced (and when enforced, in as minor a way as possible) as the 
state takes advantage of the bene!ts of this expected excess.

"e purpose of police kettling is to deploy atmospheric and phenomenological 
techniques as forms of negative aesthetics to generate intense reception of a#ect. 
Once a police kettle has been put and held in place, the performance begins: the 
sun goes down and it gets dark, temperatures fall and it gets cold, relative humidity 
rises and, often, moisture condenses and it rains. "e atmosphere that is the 
medium of occupation and existence (that one breathes) is regularly augmented 
with tear gas and pepper spray, as well as electrical shock e#ects. At a lower level, 
the biological organism experiences discomfort through the interdiction of 
drinking water, consuming food, excreting waste, and personal hygiene.

While kettling is a new phenomenon, the techniques behind it are well practiced. 
"ey are “aesthetic acts as con!gurations of experience that create new modes of 
sense perception and induce novel forms of political subjectivity.”16

"e actions of the police, the State security apparatus, and the military share a 
common root; the line between kettling and war is a !ne one.

“[W]ar is an uprising on the part of technology, which demands repayment 
in ‘human material’ for the natural material society has denied it. Instead of 
deploying power stations across the land, society deploys manpower in the form 
of armies. Instead of promoting air tra$c, it promotes tra$c in shells.” In an 
earlier version of the essay, Benjamin writes, “Instead of draining rivers, society 
directs a human stream into a bed of trenches; instead of dropping seeds from 
airplanes, it drops incendiary bombs over cities; and through gas warfare the 
aura is abolished in a new way.17

While gas warfare violates the Geneva Protocol, teargas, pepperspray, and other 
atmospheric media continue to be commonly deployed domestically.

Negative emotions of those kettled include anger, fear, anxiety, dread, despair. 
Because of the indiscriminate nature of police kettling, it is an example of 
collective punishment. As the roll out of economic austerity programs continues 
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to be implemented by the political class with similar lack of discrimination 
(against the middle and lower classes, in any case) repressive techniques such as 
kettling that deploy the aesthetic transmission of a!ect are expected to increase, 
intensify and mutate. As Benjamin concludes in the Artwork essay above, 
“e!orts to aestheticize politics culminate in one point. "at one point is war.”
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